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ABSTRACT
A story is defined as “an actor(s) taking action(s) that culminates in a resolution(s)”.
I present novel sets of features to facilitate story detection among text via super-
vised classification and further reveal different forms within stories via unsupervised
clustering. First, I investigate the utility of a new set of semantic features compared
to standard keyword features combined with statistical features, such as density of
part-of-speech (POS) tags and named entities, to develop a story classifier. The
proposed semantic features are based on <Subject, Verb, Object> triplets that can
be extracted using a shallow parser. Experimental results show that a model of
memory-based semantic linguistic features alongside statistical features achieves bet-
ter accuracy. Next, I further improve the performance of story detection with a novel
algorithm which aggregates the triplets producing generalized concepts and relations.
A major challenge in automated text analysis is that different words are used for re-
lated concepts. Analyzing text at the surface level would treat related concepts (i.e.
actors, actions, targets, and victims) as different objects, potentially missing com-
mon narrative patterns. The algorithm clusters <Subject, Verb, Object> triplets
into generalized concepts by utilizing syntactic criteria based on common contexts
and semantic corpus-based statistical criteria based on “contextual synonyms”. Gen-
eralized concepts representation of text (1) overcomes surface level differences (which
arise when different keywords are used for related concepts) without drift, (2) leads to
a higher-level semantic network representation of related stories, and (3) when used
as features, they yield a significant (36%) boost in performance for the story detection
task. Finally, I implement co-clustering based on generalized concepts/relations to
automatically detect story forms. Overlapping generalized concepts and relationships
correspond to archetypes/targets and actions that characterize story forms. I perform
co-clustering of stories using standard unigrams/bigrams and generalized concepts.
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I show that the residual error of factorization with concept-based features is signif-
icantly lower than the error with standard keyword-based features. I also present
qualitative evaluations by a subject matter expert, which suggest that concept-based
features yield more coherent, distinctive and interesting story forms compared to
those produced by using standard keyword-based features.
ii
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Personal narratives are sources of great power that can have a persuasive effect
which is especially the case for the stories which cultural heroes tell about their
own livesBruner and Weisser (1992). re-narrates the story of a great athlete or an
actor or a famous personality or a terrorist, fans are drawn to these narratives as
bees to the wonderful colours of flowers. In part this is because the stories can be
quite interesting, and in part because readers often closely want to identify their own
lives with the life stories of their heroes in some way or other Joseph (1949). We
can understand the intention and the motivation behind terrorist activities by inves-
tigating the narrative communication of terrorists through an extensive examination
of extremists’ biographies and interviews. Furthermore, by analysing terrorist narra-
tives on geographical basis, we can learn about cultural differences. In addition, such
narratives can provide us a picture how narrating their own stories serves to recruit
outsiders into political groups and terrorist organizations at local level and assimi-
late these people in these organizations. But the analysis of a text with extremist
content poses a problem: a large number of human annotators should be engaged to
derive both stories and non-stories from various sources. Here, reducing the human
dependency in annotating stories and non-stories is the main purpose in developing
an automated story teller.
A story consists of three components. First, there must be an actor or actors
such as politicians, mujahedeen, ordinary people and so on who narrate the story in
an implicit or explicit way. Secondly, the actors mentioned must be able to perform
actions; they must fight, participate in the preparations for a battle, talk to other
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and carry out other similar actions. The actions of these actors must yield a result
in form of a resolution. A resolution is a resulting state that can bring about a new
state of affairs, create a new equilibrium, can, also, restore a previous equilibrium, or
it can be victory or similar states that come to the picture as a result. Furthermore, a
story generally has a story-specific world, or worlds, or rather environments in which
the stories take place. These story-specific worlds are the environments where a story
takes place rather than being fictional universes.
A story example: “Mujahedeen Imarah Islam Afghanistan attacked a military base
in Hisarak district of Nangarhar province with heavy weapons on Tuesday. Reports
indicate about 22 mortars landed on the base and causing a fatal loss enemy side.” A
non-story paragraph is one, among the categories Exposition, Supplication, Question,
Annotation, Imperative and Verse. Non-Story Example: “Praised be God. We praise
Him and seek His help and forgiveness. God save us from our evils and bad deeds.
Whoever is guided by God, no one can mislead him, and whoever deviates no one
can guide him.” This paragraph is coded as “Non-Story” because there is no explicit
resolution. There are only hypothetical resolutions.
Stories are used by extremist groups to reframe current events and win people
for their extremist ideology. In the 21st century, most countries base their foreign
policy on the judgements, sensibilities and beliefs of societies. For this reason, it is of
essential significance to fully figure out the means which the extremist groups effec-
tively use to reinforce cultural narratives for the benefit of their ideological agenda.
If we perceive the complexity of extremist rhetoric we can have a better intelligence
on the narrative and convincing rhetoric they are making use of, and this, in turn,
can enable us both to figure out the trends better and have a better knowledge of
the themes which can be encountered in the best way and how we can accomplish it.
The research presented in this dissertation extracts high-level relations and notions
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that are, then, used to select out the stories and themes that are ingrained in longer
messages of extremist rhetoric.
We have to face a great challenge when we make an automated text analysis: the
choice, and the usage, of words could be different between two texts even though
they narrate the same thing. For instance, violent extremists can use such different
words as “brothers", “mujahidin", “mujahedeen" and even “lions of Islam" to refer
to the same group of people. An analysis of a text at the surface level would result
in considering the related concepts such as actors, actions, targets and victims as
totally different objects which, at the end, cause that we miss the common patterns
of narration. To overcome this problem, I try to find out “contextual synonyms" Kang
et al. (2012) which are verb and noun phrases that occur in similar contexts. After
exposing such similarities in contexts, such references are generalized into a common
node in a semantic network.
I developed an unsupervised and domain-independent framework which extracts
high-level information from text as relationships and concepts forming a semantic net-
work. It first uses a semantic role labeler to obtain ground facts as semantic triplets
from text, and then proceeds to generalize them through a bottom-up agglomerative
clustering algorithm. Semantic role labeling, i.e. shallow semantic parsing, is a task
in natural language processing which recognizes the predicate or verb phrases in a
sentence along with its semantic arguments and classifies them into their specific roles
as subjects and objects. For example, I would like to merge extracted triplets such
as 〈mujahidin→kill→kafir〉 and 〈ISIS→demolish→shrines〉 into high level general-
ized concepts and relations, such as 〈{ISIS, mujahidin}→{kill, demolish}→{kafir,
shrines}〉 by discovering contextual synonyms such as {ISIS, mujahidin}, {kafir,
shrines} and {kill, demolish}. Note that contextual synonyms are not synonyms
in the traditional dictionary sense, but they are phrases that may occur in similar
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semantic roles and associated with similar contexts.
mujahidin→ kill→ kafir
and
ISIS→ demolish→ shrines

{ISIS, mujahidin}
↓
{kill, demolish}
↓
{kafir, shrines}
Triplets extracted with semantic role labeling are noisy and sparse. I developed
a hierarchical bottom-up merging algorithm that generalizes triplets into meaningful
high level relationships. I achieve this by employing syntactic and semantic corpus-
based criteria. Syntactic criteria are developed to merge a pair of subjects-verbs-
objects only if they share common context related to their different arguments (i.e.
a pair of different subjects are merged only if they co-occur with an identical verbs-
objects context). The details of the syntactic criteria are presented in Section 4.2.1.
Furthermore, a corpus-based semantic criterion is developed for subjects, verbs and
objects based on their shared verb-object, subject-object and subject-verb contexts
correspondingly. The details of the semantic criterion are presented in Section 4.2.2.
A hierarchical bottom-up merging algorithm, similar to the one employed in Kok and
Domingos (2008), allows information to propagate between clusters of relations and
clusters of objects and subjects as they are created. Each cluster represents a high-
level relation or concept. A concept cluster can be viewed as a node in a graph, and
a relation cluster can be viewed as a link between the concept clusters that it relates.
Our proposed algorithm utilizes both syntactic and semantic corpus-based merging
criteria. A pair of 〈Subject, Verb, Object〉 triplets is merged only if (i) they share
a common context among their corresponding terms (i.e. syntactic criteria) and (ii)
they satisfy corpus-based support and similarity measure thresholds (i.e. semantic
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criteria). A corpus-based measure of “contextual synonymy" will be defined based on
their shared contexts of subjects, verbs and objects. I observed that this combination
of criteria helps to generalize triplets into meaningful high-level concepts without
drift. For example, Table 4.1 shows top ten contextual synonyms identified for three
keywords selected from our extremist discourse corpus.
Generalized concept and relation clusters define a semantic network Quillian
(1968). Collections of co-related contextual synonyms can be used to construct meta-
nodes and links in a network describing the semantic space of the underlying texts.
Components of the graph reveal networks of generalized concepts expressed as differ-
ent groups of actors (subjects) performing various sets of actions (verbs) on different
groups of targets/victims (objects). A sample network extracted from stories that
mention Afghanistan and Iraq is shown in Figure 1.1. This technique contributes to
the detection of narratives used by extremist groups to convey their ideology.
I use a corpus of 39, 642 paragraphs where 9, 058 paragraphs coded as stories,
and 30, 584 paragraphs coded as non-stories by domain experts. I experiment with
(i) standard keyword-based features, (ii) triplet-based features which generate sets of
subjects and sets of objects associated with distinct verbs as features Ceran et al.
(2012), and (iii) generalized concept/relation based features developed in this paper.
Previously in Ceran et al. (2012), I obtained a precision of 73%, recall of 56% and
F-measure of 63% for the detection of minority class (i.e. stories) by using triplet-
based features, which provided a 161% boost in recall, and an overall 90% boost in
F-measure over keyword-based features. Even, the slight drop in precision does not
degrade the overall efficacy of the triplet-based features which is shown by the boost
in F-measure. In our most recent publication Ceran et al. (2015), I show that when I
utilize generalized concepts/relations extracted from the entire corpus of stories and
non-stories as features, I obtain new highs in story detection performance as 86%
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Figure 1.1: A Sample Semantic Network Learned From Stories
precision, 82% recall and 85% F-measure. Generalized concepts/relations as features
yield a 50% boost in recall at higher precision, and an overall 36% boost in story
detection accuracy over verb-based triplet features developed earlier.
The recurring themes in extremist narratives can be categorized into general story
forms. These story forms are characterized by archetypes and their actions. I aim
to reveal information about the story forms in our dataset via clustering analysis. I
observe that generalized concepts derived from extracted overlapping subject - verb
- object relationships are better suited to be used as features in clustering since they
provide information regarding the underlying semantic structure of these story forms.
Clustering is an essential step towards the analysis of data without prior labels
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or categories. Two critical aspects of clustering are; i) semantic quality of resulting
clusters and ii) their descriptive features; i.e. clusters should be self-descriptive in or-
der to present a meaning to the user. Conventional clustering methods provide ample
ways to group data. However, they do not automatically yield descriptive features
for the groups without further processing (i.e. through a classifier). Co-clustering,
on the other hand, identifies both the underlying groups, out of the data, along with
their characteristic features. It simultaneously clusters the rows and columns of an
input matrix generating a subset of instances which exhibit high similarity across a
subset of features, called bi-clusters. Since descriptions of the clusters are produced
simultaneously with clustering; co-clustering presents an advantage over conventional
clustering methods for our application.
The initial efforts in co-clustering text data relied on term-document matrices and
lexical features, mainly n-grams. In this paper, I perform co-clustering of stories using
two different types of features: standard unigrams/bigrams and generalized concepts
that rely on extracted linguistic roles. I employ the model developed in Ceran et.
al and Alashri et. al. Ceran et al. (2015); Alashri et al. (2016) to produce generalized
concept based representations of extremist stories. I show that the residual error
of factorization with concept-based features is lower than the residual error with
standard keyword-based features. Qualitative evaluations also suggest that concept-
based features yield more coherent, distinctive and interesting story forms compared
to those produced by utilizing standard keyword-based features.
The main contributions of this dissertation are: (i) the introduction of a new set of
features based on linguistic subject, verb, object categories named as triplet based verb
features which are motivated by the definition of “story” as “actors taking actions that
culminate in resolutions” (ii) a generalized concept/relationship representation of text
that overcomes surface level differences (which arise when different keywords are used
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for related concepts) without drift (iii) a higher-level semantic network representation
of related stories (iv) a 36% boost in the challenging automated story detection Allan
et al. (2000) task and (v) analytic framework which implements co-clustering based
on generalized conceptual relationships to automatically detect story forms.
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Chapter 2
RELATED WORK
This dissertation has contributions three main categories; story detection, unsuper-
vised relation extraction and co-clustering. I present related work in these areas
separately.
2.1 Story Detection
I study the problem of predicting whether or not a given paragraph tells a story. A
story can be defined as “a sequence of events leading to a resolution or projected res-
olution". I perform supervised learning using a training set of stories and non-stories
annotated by domain experts. Gordon et al. has published related work about story
detection in conversational speech Gordon and Ganesan (2005) and weblogs Gor-
don et al. (2007). They use a confidence-weighted linear classifier with a variety of
lexical features to classify weblog posts in the ICWSM 2009 Spinn3r Dataset and
obtained the best performance Gordon and Swanson (2009) using unigram features
with precision 66%, recall = 48%, F-score = 55%.
2.2 Unsupervised Relation Extraction
Unsupervised learning of concepts and relations has become very popular in the
last decade. One of the pioneering studies in the field, by Hasegawa et al. Hasegawa
et al. (2004), clusters pairs of named entities according to the similarity of context
words (predicates) in between. Each cluster represents a relation, and a pair of objects
can appear in at most one cluster (relation). Our framework does not depend on the
use of a Named Entity Recognition (NER) system and it allows subject and objects
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to appear in more than one relation. Bank et al. Banko and Etzioni (2007) build
soft clusters of named entities however their system require an external knowledge-
base/ontology of relations to operate.
Kok and Domingos presented a similar framework to ours in their 2008 paper Kok
and Domingos (2008), which extracts concepts and relations together from ground
facts also learning a semantic network. They use a purely statistical model based
on second order Markov Logic and report performance in comparison with other
clustering algorithms based on a manually created gold-standard. Our evaluation
strategy compares the efficacy of concepts/relations as features with other feature
sets on story detection task.
Recently, the focus of unsupervised information extraction has moved on to large
web data sets creating the need for more scalable approaches. Kang et al. Kang
et al. (2012) deals with this problem using a parallel version of tensor decomposition.
They learn contextual synonyms and generalized concepts/relations simultaneously,
however they do not present any formal evaluation of their concepts/relations.
Another problem of dealing with web-scale discovery is polysemy and synonymy
of verbs. Polysemy becomes a problem when the two occurrences of the same word
which have different meanings are placed into the same cluster. Min et al. Min et al.
(2012) addresses this problem by incorporating various semantic resources such as
hyponymy relations, coordination patterns, and HTML structures. They observe
that the best performance is achieved when various resources are combined together.
I address word sense disambiguation by incorporating features from words’ context.
The contextual information flow via alternating merging of nouns and verbs handles
the problems due to polysemy.
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2.3 Co-Clustering
Various types of co-clustering algorithms based on matrix factorization, proba-
bilistic and geometric models have been developed in literature Zhao et al. (2012)
and they have been applied in many different domains such as text, bioinformatics,
and image analysis.
One of the pioneering works in this area is Dhillon et. al. Dhillon (2001) which
introduces spectral co-clustering of documents and their terms by leveraging the sin-
gular value decomposition of the term-document matrix. Non-negative Matrix Fac-
torization (NMF) has also been adapted for co-clustering Ding et al. (2006). Different
versions of NMF for co-clustering such as Kim and Park (2007) have been developed
to improve the initial model.
Jing et.al. Jing et al. (2011) studied co-clustering text along with term and concept
features, which were generated using Wikipedia. They present a higher-order co-
clustering framework where they improve the performance of conventional clustering.
They present an evaluation of their work on the labeled benchmark Reuters data set.
The concepts used in Jing et al. (2011) are named entities which are extracted using
an external information source (Wikipedia), whereas the concept-based features that
I use are in the form of generalized relational semantic triples which are produced by
processing the document set itself.
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Chapter 3
STORY DETECTION
The main components of the story detection framework are shown in Figure 3.1.
The following sections describe each component in detail.
3.1 Data Collection and Processing
Our corpus is comprised of 16, 930 paragraphs from extremist texts collected in
open source. Stories were drawn from a database of Islamist extremist texts. Texts
were selected by subject matter experts who consulted open source materials, in-
cluding opensource.gov, private collection/dissemination groups, and known Islamist
extremist web sites and forums. The texts come from groups including al-Qaeda, its
affiliates, and groups known to sympathize with its cause. The subject matter experts
selected texts which they believe contained or were likely to contain stories, defined
as a sequence of related events, leading to a resolution or projected resolution.
Extremists texts are rarely, if ever, composed of 100% stories, and indeed the pur-
pose of this project is to enable the detection of portions of the texts that are stories.
Accordingly, I developed a coding system consisting of eight mutually-exclusive and
exhaustive categories, which are story, exposition, imperative, question, supplication,
verse, annotation, and otherŤ along with definitions and examples on which coders
could be trained. After training coders achieved reliability of Cohen’s Kappa = 0.824
(average across eleven randomly sampled texts). Once reliability of the coders and
process was established, single coders coded the remainder of the texts, with spot-
check double coding to ensure reliability was maintained.
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Figure 3.1: Story Detection Framework
3.1.1 Named Entity Recognition Tagger
Named entity recognition (NER) Sang et al. (2003) (also known as entity iden-
tification and entity extraction) is a subtask of information extraction that seeks to
locate and classify atomic elements in text into predefined categories such as persons,
organizations, locations and so on. Research indicates that even state-of-the-art NER
systems are brittle, meaning that NER systems developed for one domain do not typ-
ically perform well on other domains Poibeau and Kosseim (2001). For the purpose of
annotating the entities found within the texts belonging to terrorists narratives into
the specific categories I tried to evaluate most popular publicly available software
libraries along with some proprietary systems. I choose 3 libraries namely ‘Stanford
Named Entity Recognizer’, ‘Illinois Named Entity Tagger’ and a proprietary online
web service provided by ‘Open Calasis’.
The entities from within a chosen set of text documents belonging to the terrorist’s
narratives were manually annotated by specialist into three categories viz. person,
location and organization. The same set of text documents was given input to each
one of the above libraries in order to compare and contrast the results with respect
to the best case of ‘human’ annotated entities. The F-measure was used to measure
the accuracy of the individual NER tagger.
The algorithm for ‘Democratic NER tagger’ is as follows:
1. For a particular text document to be annotated for named-entity tags invoke
the individual NER taggers (Stanford, Illinois and Open Calasis).
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2. For an individual entity/word check the class (Person, Organization, Location)
assigned by each NER taggers.
3. If the entity is classified by only one tagger, assign the final tag returned by
that tagger, e.g. if an entity/word (at a particular offset within a document)
named ‘Osama Bin Laden’ is classified as ‘Person’ entity by only one tagger say
‘Open Calasis’, whereas Stanford and Illinois NER fail to recognize the above
as an entity, then categorize ‘Osama Bin Laden’ as a ‘Person’ entity.
4. If more than one NER taggers classify an entity into different categories then
following disambiguation algorithm is used: Go with the majority of the class
count. E.g. If Stanford and Open Calasis categorize ‘Osama Bin Laden’ as
a ‘Person’ entity and Illinois categorize it as ‘Location’ entity, then classify
‘Osama Bin Laden’ as Person due to the majority. If only two NER taggers
have recognized an entity but into different classes, then as per our accuracy
results I can disambiguate it as follows:
• Illinois NER has a higher accuracy for Locations and Organizations.
• Stanford has higher accuracy for Person entity.
• If one of the two NER taggers is ‘Open Calasis’, ignore its assigned class
since the F-measure of Open Calasis is less compared to other NER taggers
In the overall process of tagging by human annotators I encountered 308 organiza-
tion entities, 259 location entities, and 127 Person entities from within 6 documents
of average length of 2500 words each. Table 3.1 summarizes the results of the software
libraries.
Table 3.1 indicates that the Stanford and Illinois NER taggers have accuracy of
approximately 60% and open Calasis has round 36%. It was also noted that Illinois
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Table 3.1: NER Tagger (NERT) F-measures
Text-ID Democratic NERT Stanford Illinois Open Calasis
1 0.592 0.355 0.463 0.312
2 0.567 0.587 0.549 0.164
3 0.652 0.627 0.574 0.247
4 0.837 0.867 0.867 0.591
5 0.720 0.686 0.483 0.459
6 0.505 0.446 0.651 0.416
Average 0.644 0.594 0.597 0.364
NER tagger has a higher accuracy for Location and organization as compared to
Stanford NER tagger. Whereas both Stanford and Illinois have approximately similar
accuracy for Person entities. Investigating further I came up with an algorithm named
as ‘Democratic NER tagger’ that tries to combine the individual NER taggers to
boost the accuracy results than the individual NER taggers. After tagging the set
of documents chosen in the earlier experiment by Democratic NER tagger, I am able
to achieve a significant performance boost in the accuracy and number compared to
individual NER taggers.
3.1.2 Named Entity Standardization
The extremist narrative texts under consideration are collected from various blogs,
websites and RSS feeds. Due to the human nature and style of writing of the authors
many times the name of the entities is spelled incorrectly or aliases of the names are
used. For example the Person entity ‘Osama Bin Laden’ is written as ‘Bin Laden’ or
is spelled incorrectly as ‘Osamma Bin Laden’ in certain articles under consideration.
In order to standardize the usage of the entities and improve the accuracy of classifier
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dependent on the entity features I have came up with a named entity standardization
process.
The named entity standardization relies heavily on widely used Google’s search
engine feature called as ‘Did u mean?’, and the Linked data of ‘DBpedia’. Google uses
spell checking software to check queries against common spellings of each word. The
‘Did u mean?’ gives the more common spelling for the query/entity. The information
available on the Wikipedia is extracted by the DBpedia software project Auer et al.
(2007) and presented in an consistent structural format. The structured information
can be then queried across by users to find answers to various information available
in the Wikipedia datastore. Data is accessed using an SQL-like query language for
RDF called SPARQL. The algorithm for the named entity standardization is a two
step process as follows:
1. Spelling Correction Step
• In this step, the name of the entity is corrected using Google’s search engine
feature ‘Did u mean?’. This process enables us to identify the most correct
spelling of the entity used as a query for the DBpedia RDF database. E.g.
An entity named ‘Osamma bin laden’ is corrected as ‘Osama bin laden’.
• If only two NER taggers have recognized an entity but into different classes,
then as per our accuracy results I can disambiguate it as follows:
2. Query the DBpedia Datastore
• The above step might result with a corrected spelling for the specified
entity. The corrected spelling is used as a query for the RDF data stores of
DBpedia in order to find a standardized name for the location, organization
and person entities.
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Table 3.2: Named-Entity Standardization Overview
Person Organization Location
Total occurrences 5015 2456 4279
Distinct occurrences 332 200 290
Standardized occurrences 72 26 30
Accuracy 65 (90.3%) 24 (92.3%) 28 (93.3%)
• SPARQL queries are used to query the RDF databases for DBpedia. There
is a public SPARQL endpoint over the DBpedia data set at: http://
DBpedia.org/sparql. E.g. SPARQL queries are used to query the RDF
databases for Dbpedia. There is a public SPARQL endpoint over the
DBpedia data set at http://DBpedia.org/sparql. The DBpedia OWL on-
tology for entity type has following properties: dbpprop:alternativeNames,
dbpprop:name, foaf:name.
• Querying the alternative names I am able to get the property name which
is a standard name for the entity.
The above table summarizes the results for the named entity standardization algo-
rithm. As seen in the table out of 72 Person entities 65 were accurately standardized
by the algorithm, giving approximately 90% accuracy for Person entities. The re-
sults were manually evaluated by a human annotator to verify the accuracy for the
standardized names given by the algorithm. Similarly for organization entities the ac-
curacy is around 92% and for Location entities it’s around 93%. The overall accuracy
for the named entity standardization algorithm can be stated to around 91%.
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3.1.3 Human Annotation: Story vs. Non-Story Coding
This study only considers story vs. non-story codes. Our rationale for building a
classifier using this data for training is as follows. A story typically contains several
components. First, there must be an actor or actors. This can include politicians,
mujahidin, and everyday people, etc. Second, the actors must be performing actions.
This can include fighting, preparing for a battle, talking to others, etc. Third, the
actor’s actions must result in a resolution. Resolutions can include a new state of af-
fairs, a new equilibrium created, a previous equilibrium restored, victory, etc. Stories
are differentiated from non-stories as following: Because they describe actions, sto-
ries will have a lower proportion of stative verbs than non-stories. Stories will include
more named entities, especially person names, than non-stories. Stories will use more
personal pronouns than non-stories. Stories may include more past tense verbs (i.e.,
X resulted in Y, X succeeded in doing Y, etc.) than non-stories. Stories may repeat
similar nouns. For example, “mujahedeen" may be mentioned in the beginning of the
story and then again at the end of the story. Paragraphs with stories in them have
different sentence lengths than paragraphs without stories in them.
3.2 Feature Extraction
I investigate the utility of standard keyword based features, statistical features
based on shallow-parsing, a new set of features based on semantic triplets to develop
a story classifier.
3.2.1 Keywords and statistical features based on shallow parsing
• Keywords: TF/IDF measure Robertson (2004) is calculated for each word
contained in the whole paragraph set. Then a certain number of terms, in
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our case 20, 000, with the top TF/IDF values are selected as features. Then
term-document frequency matrix is created out these keyword features.
• Density of POS Tags: Part of Speech (POS) Tag Ratios Brill (1992) for each
document is calculated with respect to numbers of tokens.
• Density of Named Entities: Named Entity (NE) Tag frequency Finkel et al.
(2005) per document is calculated. The tags are Person, Location and Organi-
zation.
• Density of Stative Verbs: Some other statistical features are also included
in all experiments, such as the number of valid tokens and the ratio between
observed stative verbs and total number of verbs in a paragraph.
3.2.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classifier
SVM Joachims (2001) is a supervised learning technique which makes use of a
hyperplane to separate the data into two categories. SVM is originally proposed as a
linear classifier Boser et al. (1992) but later improved by the use of kernel functions
to detect nonlinear patterns underlying the data Cortes and Vapnik (1995).There are
various types of kernel functions available Chang and Lin (2011). In this study, I use
RBF kernel defined as K(xi, xj) = e‖xi−xj‖, where xi,j are data points Keerthi and
Lin (2003).
3.2.3 Training and Testing
The corpus contains 1,256 documents containing both story and non-story para-
graphs. There are a total of 16,930 paragraphs, where 13,629 paragraphs classified
reliably as non-stories, and 3,301 paragraphs classified as stories by domain experts.
In our evaluations, I performed 10 fold cross validation with the document files as
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follows: I break documents into 10 sets of size n/10, where n is total number of
documents (1,256). During the training phase, both story and non-story paragraphs
from 9/10 documents are used as the training set, their features are extracted, and a
classifier is trained. During the testing phase, the remaining 1/10th of the documents
are used; the features for both stories and non-stories are extracted, and matched to
the features extracted during the training phase. Doing this evaluation, I am ensuring
that training and test data features are in fact coming from different documents. I
calculate precision, recall for each iteration of the 10 fold cross validation and I report
mean precision, recall for both both stories and non-stories.
3.3 Semantic Triplet Extraction
I follow a standard verb-based approach to extract the simple clauses within a
sentence. A sentence is identified to be complex if it contains more than one verb.
A simple sentence is identified to be one with a subject, a verb, with objects and
their modifying phrases. A complex sentence involves many verbs. I define a triplet
in a sentence as a relationship between a verb, its subject and object(s). Extraction
of triplets Rusu et al. (2007); Jonnalagadda et al. (2009); Hooge Jr (2007) is the
process of finding who (subject), is doing what (verb) with/to whom (direct objects),
when and where (indirect objects/and prepositions). Our triplet extraction utilizes
the information extraction pipeline shown in Figure 3.2.
3.3.1 Pronoun Resolution
Interactions are often specified through pronominal references to entities in the
discourse, or through co references where, a number of phrases are used to refer to the
same entity. Hence, a complete approach to extracting information from text should
also take into account the resolution of these references. Our pronoun resolution
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Figure 3.2: Triplet Extraction Pipeline
module Lee et al. (2011); Raghunathan et al. (2010) uses a heuristic approach to
identify the noun phrases referred by the pronouns in a sentence. The heuristic is
based on the number of the pronoun (singular or plural) and the proximity of the
noun phrase. The closest earlier mentioned noun phrase that matches the number of
the pronoun is considered as the referred phrase.
3.3.2 Semantic Role Labeler (SRL) Parser
SRL parser Punyakanok et al. (2008) is the key component of our triplet extrac-
tor. To extract the subject-predicate-object from an input sentence, important step
is identifying these elements in a sentence and parse it. SRL parser does exactly
the same. SRL is propriety software developed by Illinois research group and its
shallow semantic parser. The goal of the semantic role labeling task is to discover
the predicate-argument structure of each predicate that fill a semantic role and to
determine their role (Agent, Patient, Instrument etc). As shown in the following ex-
ample, SRL is robust in identifying verbs, and their arguments and argument types
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accurately in the presence of syntactic variations.
Numbered arguments (A0-A5, AA): Arguments define verb-specific roles. They
depend on the verb in a sentence. The most frequent roles are A0 and A1 and, com-
monly, A0 stands for the agent and A1 corresponds to the patient or theme of the
proposition.
Adjuncts (AM-): General arguments that any verb may take optionally. There
are 13 types of adjuncts: AM-ADV - general-purpose, AM-MOD - modal verb, AM-
CAU - cause, AM-NEG - negation marker, AM-DIR - direction, AM-PNC - purpose,
AM-DIS - discourse marker, AM-PRD - predication, AM-EXT - extent, AM-REC -
reciprocal, AM-LOC - location, AM-TMP - temporal, AM-MNR - manner.
References (R-): Arguments representing arguments realized in other parts of the
sentence. The label is an R- tag prefixed to the label of the referent, e.g. [A1 The
pearls] [R-A1 which] [A0 I] [V left] [A2 to my daughter-in-law] are fake.
SRL System Architecture
SRL works in four-stages, starting with pruning of irrelevant arguments, identifying
relevant arguments, classifying arguments and inference of global meaning.
Pruning - Used to filter out simple constituents that are very unlikely to be argu-
ments.
Argument Identification - Utilizes binary classification to identify whether a can-
didate is an argument or not. The classifiers are applied on the output from the
pruning stage. A simple heuristic is employed to filter out some candidates that are
obviously not arguments.
Argument Classification - This stage assigns labels to the argument candidates
identified in the previous stage.
Inference - In the previous stages, decisions were always made for each argument
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independently, ignoring the global information across arguments in the final output.
The purpose of the inference stage is to incorporate such information, including both
linguistic and structural knowledge. This knowledge is useful to resolve any inconsis-
tencies of argument classification in order to generate final legitimate predictions.
3.3.3 Triplet Extraction
Our triplet extraction algorithm processes SRL output. The SRL output has a
specific multi-column format. Each column represents one verb (predicate) and its
arguments (A0, A1, R-A1, A2, etc) potentially forming many triplets. For a simple
sentence, I can read one column and extract a triplet. For complex sentences with
many verbs, I developed a bottom-up extraction algorithm for detecting and tagging
nested events. I will illustrate our approach using the following example.
Example Paragraph: "America commissioned Musharraf with the task of taking
revenge on the border tribes, especially the valiant and lofty Pashtun tribes, in order
to contain this popular support for jihad against its crusader campaign. So he began
demolishing homes, making arrests, and killing innocent people. Musharraf, however,
pretends to forget that these tribes, which have defended Islam throughout its history,
will not bow to US"
Our algorithm produces the following triplets for the example paragraph above:
Bottom-Up Event Tagging Approach
In the example above, consider the triplet<Musharraf, pretend, E1>. Here the object
column of the verb pretend has an A1 argument including three other verbs (forget,
defend and bow). That is, argument A1 is itself complex, comprising other triplets.
So I tag argument A1 with a nested event (E1), and recursively process A1 with our
triplet extraction rules. I achieve this nested processing through a bottom-up algo-
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Table 3.3: Extracted Triplets
Event Subject Verb Object
America commission Musharraf
America take revenge
Musharraf demolish homes
Musharraf make arrests
Musharraf kill innocent people
Musharraf pretend E1
E1 Musharraf forget E2
E2 tribes defend Islam
E2 tribes not bow to US
rithm that (i) detects simple verb occurrences (i.e. verbs with non-verb arguments)
in the SRL parse tree, (ii) extracts triplets for those simple verb occurrences using
the following Triplet Matching Rules, (iii) replaces simple verb clauses with an
event identifier, thus turning all complex verb occurrences into simple verb occur-
rences with either non-verb or event arguments, and applies the following Triplet
Matching Rules.
Triplet Matching Rules
I list four matching rules below to turn simple SRL columns into triplets:
1. A0, V, A1: <SUBJECT, VERB, DIRECT OBJECT>
2. A0, V, A2: <SUBJECT, VERB, PREPOSITION>, if direct object A1 not
present in column.
3. A0, V, A1, A2-AM-LOC: <SUBJECT, VERB, DIRECT OBJECT, location
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(PREPOSITION)>
4. A1, V, A2: <DIRECT OBJ, VERB, PREPOSITION>
Triplet Extraction Accuracy
The triplet extraction accuracy is based on SRL accuracy. SRL has precision of
82.28%, recall of 76.78% and f-measure 79.44% Punyakanok et al. (2008).
Triplet Based Feature Extraction
For each verb (V) mentioned in a story (S), or non-story (NS) I stemmed and aggre-
gated its arguments corresponding to its SUBJECTs, OBJECTs and PREPOSITIONs
to generate following set-valued "semantic verb features" by using the training data:
• Argument list for S.V.Subjects, S.V.Objects, S.V.Prepositions for each verb V
and story S.
• Argument list for NS.V.Subjects, NS.V.Objects, NS.V.Prepositions for each
verb V and Non-Story NS.
For example, for the story paragraph above, I would generate following sample
Story.verb.linguisticRole features:
• S.commission.Subjects = America
• S.commission.Objects = Musharraf
For each test paragraph P, for each verb V in P, I extract its typed argument
lists P.V.Subjects, P.V.Objects and P.V.Prepositions. Then, I match them to the
argument lists of the same verb V. A match succeeds if the overlap between a feature’s
argument list (e.g. S.V.Subjects, or NS.V.Subjects) covers the majority of the test
paragraph’s corresponding verb argument list (e.g. P.V.Subjects).
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3.4 Verb-Based Features
3.4.1 VerbNet(VN) Main Classes:
Generalization and reduction of features is an important step in classification
process. Reduced feature representations not only reduce computing time but they
may also yield to better discriminatory behavior. Owing to the generic nature of the
curse of dimensionality it has to be assumed that feature reduction techniques are
likely to improve classification algorithm.
Our training data had 750 and 1, 754 distinct verbs in stories and non-stories,
yielding 750 ∗ 3 = 2, 250 and, 1, 754 ∗ 3 = 5, 262 verb features for stories and non-
stories respectively, and total of 7, 512 features. VerbNet (VN) Kipper et al. (2008)
is the largest on-line verb lexicon currently available for English. It is a hierarchical
domain-independent, broad-coverage verb lexicon. VerbNet index has 5, 879 total
verbs represented, and these verbs are mapped into 270 total VerbNet main classes.
For example, the verbs mingle, meld, blend, combine, decoct, add, connect all share
the same meaning (i.e. to bring together or combine), and hence they map to verb
class "mix" numbered 22.1. With the help of VerbNet and SRL argument types of
the verbs, I mapped all occurrences of our verbs in stories and non-stories to one
of these 270 VerbNet main classes. This mapping enabled us to reduce our verb
features to 268 ∗ 6 = 1, 608 verb features. The number 6 is used in the previous
equation since each verb class can lead to at most 6 features as V.Subject, V.object
and V.preposition for its story and non-story occurrences. I started with 7, 512 verb
features, and after mapping these verb features to their verb category features I ended
up with 1, 608 features only. In the generalization process, I faced a problem of verb
sense disambiguation. There are some verbs which can be mapped to different senses,
and each sense belongs to a different verb class. For example, the verb "add" can
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Table 3.4: Classifier Performance for Stories
Feature Set Precision Recall F-measure
POS 0.133 0.066 0.088
Keyword 0.821 0.205 0.329
Keyword + POS + NE 0.750 0.214 0.333
Triplet 0.798 0.515 0.626
Triplet + POS + NE 0.731 0.559 0.634
be used with the sense mix (22.1) or categorize (29.2) or say (25.3). To solve this
problem, I used argument types extracted using SRL for the ambiguous verbs. Then, I
performed a look-up for each verb in the PropBank database to identify the matching
verb sense with same type of arguments, and its verb class. PropBank Palmer et al.
(2005) is a corpus that is annotated with verbal propositions, and their arguments -
a "proposition bank". In the look-up process, there is a chance that I may encounter
more than one verb sense for the input verb matching the corresponding argument
types. In this case, I picked the first matching verb sense listed in PropBank.
3.5 Experimental Evaluations
In this section, I evaluate the the utility of standard keyword based features,
statistical features based on shallow-parsing (such as density of POS tags and named
entities), and a new set of semantic features to develop a story classifier. Feature
extraction and matching is implemented using JAVA and classification is performed
using LIBSVM Chang and Lin (2011) in MATLAB.
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Table 3.5: Classifier Performance for Non-Stories
Feature Set Precision Recall F-measure
POS 0.887 0.944 0.914
Keyword 0.903 0.994 0.946
Keyword + POS + NE 0.904 0.991 0.945
Triplet 0.886 0.998 0.938
Triplet + POS + NE 0.905 0.939 0.923
3.5.1 Effectiveness of Semantic Features
The baseline performance for a dummy classifier which would assign all instances
to the majority class (non-story) would achieve 80.5% precision and 100% recall for
the non-story category however, its precision and recall would be null for the stories.
Hence, not useful at all for detecting stories.
Our proposed model makes use of triplets to incorporate both semantic and struc-
tural information available in stories and non-stories. In Table 3.4, I report the perfor-
mance of SVM classification with various feature sets. SVM with POS and verb-based
triplet based features outperforms other combinations of standard categories of fea-
tures in terms of precision and recall. Table 3.4 shows 151.2% boost in recall and
90% boost in F-measure for keywords based (second row) vs triplet based (fourth
row)features. After adding POS and NE features (Keyword + POS + NE based,
third row) vs (Triplets + POS + NE, fifth row), I got 161.2% boost in recall and 90%
boost in F-measure.
The Cohen’s kappa represents how two observers agrees on sorting items to differ-
ent categories. The observers can be human or machine. The range of Cohen’s kappa
is less than or equal to 1. The value of 1 indicates the perfect agreement between
two observers. Fleiss Fleiss (1971) characterizes kappa range over 0.75 as excellent,
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range between 0.40 to 0.75 as fair to good and 0.40 as poor. As mentioned in Section
3.1.3, for human-human inter-annotator agreement our kappa (0.82) falls in the range
of excellent. For machine-human agreement, I considered our 10% test data (1439
paragraphs) and calculated the kappa (0.48) which falls in the range of fair to good.
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Chapter 4
GENERALIZED CONCEPTS AND RELATIONS
I improve the story detection performance by adding a new module to the previous
framework in Figure 3.1. The new system architecture is displayed in Figure 4.1. The
numbers on the top left corner of each box represent the order in which these processes
are executed. Each process is briefly described below, while the details are presented
in following sections.
1. Paragraphs in our dataset are annotated by human experts as Story and Non-
Story. I treat each paragraph as a single data item to be classified.
2. Paragraphs are loaded into a SRL component. First, I apply co-reference res-
olution. Then, I use a shallow NLP parser and a post-processing step on the
parse-tree in order to obtain the semantic role labels for 〈Subject, V erb, Object〉
triplets found in sentences.
3. Using the triplets, I create three separate pairwise contextual similarity matrices
for subjects, verbs and objects based on their co-occurrences with verb-object,
subject-object, and subject-verb pairs respectively.
4. Triplets and contextual similarity matrices are used as inputs to our clustering
engine, which selectively merges and grows combined clusters of related subjects,
verbs and objects.
5. Step 4 yields a number of concept (i.e. subject/object) clusters linked by relation
(i.e. verb) clusters.
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Figure 4.1: System Architecture
6. I further experiment with expanding these concepts and generalized relations
with word-sense disambiguated dictionary look-ups inWordNetWordNet (2010).
7. I further expand these concepts and relations with word-sense disambiguated
dictionary look-ups.
8. Both original and expanded concepts/relations are tested as features for the
story/non-story classification task using ten-fold cross validation.
4.1 Contextual Synonyms
I observe that a meaningful measure of pairwise similarity for subjects, verbs
and objects can be obtained based on their shared verb-object, subject-object and
subject-verb contexts, respectively. Therefore, I adapted the standard bag-of-words
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approach Ide and Véronis (1998) to be used with triplets rather than regular text. For
example, the similarity between a pair of subjects is determined by the frequency of
their co-occurrences with the same verb-object pairs. In our preliminary experiments,
I applied various clustering algorithms comparing different similarity measures such
as euclidean and cosine however the contextual similarity measure defined in Figure
4.3 provides the most meaningful results. For example, in Table 4.1, lion is indeed
among the most similar words for mujahedeen based on the contextual similarity
measure, whereas none of the other standard similarity measures are able to retrieve
this keyword.
Let S,V and O be the set of all unique subjects, verbs and objects in our data set,
respectively. And let T be the set of all 〈s, v, o〉 extracted triplets from our corpus,
where s ∈ S, v ∈ V , o ∈ O denote a single subject, verb and object respectively. I
calculate pairwise contextual similarity matrices (SS) for subjects, (SV) for verbs and
(SO) for objects using the algorithms described in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. Throughout
the rest of this paper, I refer to both noun and verb clusters as ‘concepts’ for simplicity.
Initially, I create concepts comprised of distinct pairs of subjects, verbs or objects
with common context. I will name this initial set of concepts C0 in order to avoid
confusion with the resulting set of concepts. Set C0 is composed of concepts c, each
of which has a set of subjects (S), verbs (V ) and objects (O), which co-occur with
unique 〈verb, object〉, 〈subject,object〉 and 〈subject,verb〉 pairs respectively. The
pseudo-code given in Figure 4.2 describes this procedure. In the first for-loop (lines
3–5), I iterate over all the 〈s, v, o〉 triplets and create a list of unique 〈subject,verb〉,
〈verb,object〉 and 〈subject,object〉 pairs. In the subsequent three for-loops, I grow
our concept set at each iteration by adding a unique pair along with a set of all co-
occurring words. Lines 6–8 perform this operation for 〈subject,verb〉 pairs, lines 9–11
for 〈verb,object〉 pairs and lines 12–14 for 〈subject,object〉 pairs.
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1: Find concepts w/ unique pairs(T , C0)
2: X ,Y ,Z ← ∅
3: for all 〈si, vj, ok〉 ∈ T do
4: Find and add unique pairs to:
X ← X ∪ {〈si, vj〉}
Y ← Y ∪ {〈vj, ok〉}
Z ← Z ∪ {〈si, ok〉}
5: end for
6: for all 〈si, vj〉 ∈ X and 〈si, vj, ok〉 ∈ T do
7: C0 ← C0 ∪ {〈si, vj, O〉} where ok ∈ O.
8: end for
9: for all 〈vj, ok〉 ∈ Y and 〈si, vj, ok〉 ∈ T do
10: C0 ← C0 ∪ {〈S, vj, ok〉} where si ∈ S.
11: end for
12: for all 〈si, ok〉 ∈ Z and 〈si, vj, ok〉 ∈ T do
13: C0 ← C0 ∪ {〈si, V, ok〉} where vj ∈ V .
14: end for
15: end
Figure 4.2: Algorithm: Find Concepts with Unique Pairs
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Table 4.1: Top Ten Contextual Synonyms for Mujahedeen, Attack and Base
mujahedeen attack base
mujahidin storm area
group hit house
soldier seize area
force loot home
lion raid station
hero shoot center
fighter ambush checkpoint
mujahid assassinate headquarters
brigade bomb land
mujahedeen capture location
detachment disrupt region
After producing concepts with unique pairs, I proceed to calculate pairwise con-
textual similarity for subjects, verbs and objects. Let ns = |S|, nv = |V| and no = |O|
be the number of all unique subjects, verbs and objects in our corpus, respectively.
I create similarity matrices SS ∈ Rns×ns for subjects, SV ∈ Rnv×nv for verbs, and
SO ∈ Rno×no for objects. The algorithm Figure 4.3 is used to fill in the similarity
matrices. The similarity between a pair of words is defined as the number of common
co-occurring unique contexts, i.e. if any of the two subjects, verbs or objects appear
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1: Calculate contextual similarity(C0)
2: SS , SV , SO ← 0
3: for all c ∈ C0 do
4: if c = 〈S, v, o〉 then
5: SS(i, j)← SS(i, j) + 1, ∀si, sj ∈ S.
6: else if c = 〈s, V, o〉 then
7: SV(i, j)← SV(i, j) + 1,∀vi, vj ∈ V .
8: else if c = 〈s, v, O〉 then
9: SO(i, j)← SO(i, j) + 1,∀oi, oj ∈ O.
10: end if
11: end for
12: end
Figure 4.3: Algorithm: Calculate Contextual Similarity
with the same verb-object, subject-object or subject-verb pair respectively, then I
increase the similarity count between those two words by one. In Figure 4.3, lines
4–5 calculate pairwise similarities between subjects, lines 6–7 for verbs and lines 8–9
for objects.
4.2 Concept and Relation Clustering
I follow a bottom-up agglomerative merging approach in order to populate our
noun and verb clusters. The pseudocode for the algorithm is as shown in Figure 4.4.
I start with the initial concept set, C0, that I created in Figure 4.2 and iteratively
expand each element. First, each element of C0 is compared with the rest in order
to create a set of candidates for merging based on the syntactic criteria (lines 5, 6)
described in Section 6.1. Next, I process each candidate and eliminate the words
which fail the semantic criteria (lines 9, 10) described in Section 6.2. I grow our
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candidate concepts by adding the elements which pass both tests (line 12). The main
while-loop, beginning at line 3, continues to iterate until there are no more candidates
suitable for merging. I explain the details of these syntactic and semantic criteria in
the following two sections.
4.2.1 Syntactic Criteria
One of the major challenges in obtaining information via generalization is to main-
tain meaningful concepts as they grow. I address this problem by merging concepts
only if they have a common context in all three semantic arguments (i.e. subject,
verb, object). Given a generalized concept, 〈{s1, s2, ...}, {v1, v2, ...}, {o1, o2, ...}〉 ∈ C, I
maintain that all subjects (si), verbs (vj) and objects (ok) are “ contextually synony-
mous" among themselves and can be used interchangeably to generate meaningful
triplets. Let c1 = 〈{s1, s2}, v1, o1〉 and c2 = 〈s1, v1, {o1, o2}〉 be two concepts with
unique pairs, i.e. c1, c2 ∈ C0. Consider merging these concepts into a more gener-
alized concept c3 = 〈{s1, s2}, v1, {o1, o2}〉. Since c3 adds a new object, o2, to c1, I
require that c1 and c2 have a common context in order to justify the merge, i.e. the
intersection of c1 and c2’s subject and verb sets, {s1} and {v1}, should be non-empty.
Similarly, since I am adding a new subject, s2, to c2’s subject set, I also require that
the intersection of c1 and c2’s verb and object sets, {v1} and {o1}, should be non-
empty as well. Since these conditions are satisfied in this case, I can merge c1 and
c2 into the same concept provided they satisfy the semantic criteria discussed in the
next section.
On the other hand, let us consider c1 = 〈{s1, s2}, v1, o1〉 and c2 = 〈s1, {v1, v2}, o2〉.
If I merge these concepts, the new concept will be c3 = 〈{s1, s2}, {v1, v2}, {o1, o2}〉.
Since c3 adds a new object, o2, to c1, I require that the intersection of c1 and c2’s
subject and verb sets, {s1} and {v1}, should be non-empty, which is the case. c3
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would also add a new verb, v2, to c1, hence I require that the intersection of c1 and
c2’s subject and object sets should be non-empty as well, which is not the case. There
is a common subject but objects are totally distinct. Therefore I should not merge
these concepts into the same one since there is not enough common context to justify
the merged concept. I express these conditions in a more formal way, as follows.
Let C1 = 〈S1,V1,O1〉 and C2 = 〈S2,V2,O2〉 be two concepts. I merge C1 and C2 if
they meet all of the following conditions:
• S1 6= S2 ⇒ {V1 ∩ V2 6= ∅ and O1 ∩ O2 6= ∅}
• V1 6= V2 ⇒ {S1 ∩ S2 6= ∅ and O1 ∩ O2 6= ∅}
• O1 6= O2 ⇒ {S1 ∩ S2 6= ∅ and V1 ∩ V2 6= ∅}
4.2.2 Semantic Criteria
While the syntactic criteria ensure inter-relatedness of distinct members of con-
cepts to their contexts, I also utilize a secondary measure to establish intra-relatedness
between the distinct members of concepts in each argument position. I utilize the
contextual similarity measure (defined in Figure 4.3) that relates subjects, verbs, and
objects among themselves. The semantic test requires that only the most similar can-
didate keywords can be added to a concept. I use these criteria to grow the concepts
without drift. I formally present semantic criteria as follows.
Let C1 = 〈S1,V1,O1〉 and C2 = 〈S2,V2,O2〉 be two concepts which passes the
syntactic criteria and let C3 be the new concept after merging. Semantic criteria are
applied as follows:
• Define Sint = S1 ∩ S2, Vint = V1 ∩ V2,Oint = O1 ∩ O2.
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1: Cluster Concepts(T , SS , SV , SO, C0)
2: C ← C0
3: while flag = 1 do
4: flag ← 0
5: for all c ∈ C0 do
6: Find matching conceptsM using Syntactic Criteria
7: if |M| ≥ 1 then
8: flag ← 1
9: for all m ∈M do
10: {c} ← {c} ∪ {m}
11: Prune c using Semantic Criteria.
12: C ← C ∪ {c}
13: end for
14: end if
15: end for
16: end while
17: end
Figure 4.4: Bottom-Up Agglomerative Clustering Algorithm
• Define
Sdiff = (S1 \ S2) ∪ (S2 \ S1)
Vdiff = (V1 \ V2) ∪ (V2 \ V1)
Odiff = (O1 \ O2) ∪ (O2 \ O1)
• Define S∗int,V∗int and O∗int to be the sets composed of the closest contextual syn-
onyms of all words in Sint,Vint and Oint, respectively. In this step, I use the
contextual similarity metric from the algorithm presented in Figure 4.3.
• Initially, C3 contains only the intersections of C1 and C2, i.e. C3 = 〈Sint,Vint,Oint〉
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. I grow C3 by adding words from the difference sets of C1 and C2 only if they
are among the closest contextual synonyms of the words in the intersections.
Formally,
C3 = 〈 (Sdiff ∩ S∗int) ∪ (S1 ∩ S2),
(Vdiff ∩ V∗int) ∪ (V1 ∩ V2),
(Odiff ∩ O∗int) ∪ (O1 ∩ O2) 〉.
4.3 Experimental Evaluation
4.3.1 Data Set
I use a corpus of 39, 642 paragraphs where 9, 058 are coded as stories and 30, 584
as non-stories by domain experts. Text is collected from websites, blogs and other
news sources that are known to be outlets of extremist groups such as Al-Qaeda, ISIS
or their followers who sympathize with their cause and methods.
4.3.2 Expansion of Concepts with Dictionary-based Synonyms
After the Bottom-Up Agglomerative Clustering procedure (in Figure 4.4) termi-
nates, I obtain high-level concepts and relations, which I refer to as ‘Tier 1’. In
order to expand the concepts further with keywords that are missing in the train-
ing corpus, I experiment with adding sense-disambiguated WordNet WordNet (2010)
synonyms to ‘Tier 1’ obtaining ‘Tier 1 + WordNet’. Alternatively, I also utilize con-
textual similarity index to create ‘Tier 1 + Similarity’ as follows. For each concept
c = 〈{s1...m}, {v1...n}, {o1...l}〉 ∈ C, where m,n, l > 1, I create a set of candidates to
merge by picking the synonyms of each subject, (si, 1 ≤ i ≤ m), verb (vj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n)
and object (ok, 1 ≤ k ≤ l). Without loss of generality, I add w, synonym of si to
cluster c, only if there is at least one triplet in our database, 〈s, v, o〉 ∈ T such that
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w = s, v ∈ {v1...n} and o ∈ {o1...l}.
4.3.3 Feature Matrix Generation
I report the results of story detection task using five different feature sets: (i)
keywords, (ii) verb-based features extracted from triplets Ceran et al. (2012), (iii)
concepts-based features (Tier 1) developed in this paper, (iv) concepts expanded
with contextual similarity index (Tier 1 + Similarity) and (v) concepts expanded
with WordNet (Tier 1 + WordNet).
Verb-based Features
In our previous paper Ceran et al. (2012), I followed a standard verb-based approach
to extract simple subject, object and preposition clauses associated with verbs found
in story and non-story paragraphs. For each verb (V) mentioned in a story (S), and
non-story (NS), I generated following set-valued features by using the training data:
• Argument list for S.V.Subjects, S.V.Objects, S.V.Prepositions for each verb V
and story S.
• Argument list for NS.V.Subjects, NS.V.Objects, NS.V.Prepositions for each
verb V and non-story NS.
For each test paragraph P, for each verb V in P, I extracted its typed argument
lists P.V.Subjects, P.V.Objects and P.V.Prepositions. Then, I matched them to the
argument lists of the same verb V. A match succeeds if the overlap between a feature’s
argument list (e.g. S.V.Subjects, or NS.V.Subjects) covers the majority of the test
paragraph’s corresponding verb argument list (e.g. P.V.Subjects).
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Concepts-based Features
In this paper, first, I generate the concepts for story and non-story paragraphs by
using the training data. Next, I process each test paragraph P, and generate its
semantic triplets, 〈s, v, o〉. A binary feature matrix is created by checking if any of
the semantic triplets of P matches a concept, 〈S, V,O〉, where S, V and O are related
sets of subjects, verbs and objects respectively. A match succeeds if s ∈ S, v ∈ V and
o ∈ O.
4.3.4 Cross Validation for Detecting Stories
I evaluate the quality of generalized concepts and relations by their performance
as features in story detection. The goal is to improve the predictive accuracy of
story/non-story classifier through the use of these new features. I experiment with
several different supervised learning packages including SVM Chang and Lin (2011),
decision trees MATLAB (2013) and SLEP Liu et al. (2009a) concluding that SLEP
outperforms others for this task. I use the MATLAB implementation of SLEP pack-
age Liu et al. (2009b) and obtained the best results using LogisticR model. Training
and testing are performed using ten-fold cross validation and repeated with random
shuffling over multiple iterations. The results are averaged over all iterations. I report
the predictive performance of SLEP classifier using various feature sets for story and
non-story categories in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
The feature sets I used are keywords, verb-based features Ceran et al. (2012)
(Triplets), concepts and relations (Tier 1), concepts/relations expanded with con-
textual similarity index (Tier 1 + Similarity) and concepts/relations expanded with
WordNet (Tier 1 + WordNet). The feature sets produced by the bottom-up ag-
glomerative clustering algorithm outperform others in the story detection category.
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Table 4.2: Performance of Classifier for Stories
Method Precision Recall F-Measure
Keywords 0.81 0.20 0.33
Triplets 0.73 0.55 0.62
Tier 1 0.87 0.78 0.83
Tier 1 + Similarity 0.86 0.82 0.84
Tier 1 + WordNet 0.87 0.80 0.83
I gained 7% boost in precision, 50% boost in recall and 36% boost in F-Measure
over the best performance of keyword and triplet features (see Table 4.2). I observe
that high-level concepts/relations have far more discriminative power compared to
other features. A key reason is that they are able to eliminate dependent features by
generalization. There is not a big difference in performance among the original and
expanded concept-based feature sets and I can clearly see that WordNet expansion
did not contribute to the performance of concepts expanded by contextual similarity.
This finding presents another strong point in favor of our framework since adding
information from an external knowledge-base was not able to provide a boost.
In the non-story category (Table 4.3), concept-based features are lagging behind
in performance. This may be due to the structural diversity of non-story paragraphs
since there are several different sub categories among them Halverson et al. (2011).
Another observation is that concept-based features help overcome the performance
bias between story and non-story categories due to the imbalance in the number of
training samples. Overall, concepts/relations deliver a 36% boost in performance for
story detection.
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Figure 4.5: Sensitivity Analysis
4.3.5 Sensitivity Analysis
I assess concept/relation based features against the possibility of over-fitting since
they are highly dependent on the training corpus. I explore this issue by using the
regularization parameter, λ in SLEP’s optimization formulation. I can pin-point the
optimal number of features and avoid over-fitting by observing the performance of the
system as the value of λ changes. The plots given in Figure 4.5 display the change in λ
versus the number of features (middle row) and the performance (precision, recall and
F-Measure) for story (top row) and non-story (bottom row) categories. In both cases,
I can observe that there is a sharp drop in the number of features (12, 000 to 2, 000)
around 10−5 ≤ λ ≤ 10−4 while the precision, recall and F-Measure are preserved.
The data cursor box in the middle plot mark the point of optimal value for λ and the
corresponding number of features. Experimentally, I identified the optimal number
of features as 7, 563 which prevents over-fitting of the model and preserves the gains
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Table 4.3: Performance of Classifier for Non-Stories
Method Precision Recall F-Measure
Keywords 0.90 0.98 0.94
Triplets 0.89 0.99 0.92
Tier 1 0.80 0.89 0.84
Tier 1 + Similarity 0.83 0.86 0.84
Tier 1 + WordNet 0.82 0.88 0.85
in performance.
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Chapter 5
STORY-FORMS DETECTION
The components of the story form detection framework are presented in Figure 5.1.
Each component is briefly described below, and the technical details are presented in
the following sections.
Figure 5.1: Story-Forms Detection Framework
• The input document set consisting of stories. We analyze the data at the
paragraph level, i.e. each document contains a single story paragraph. We
apply pre-processing in order to clean and prepare the paragraphs for feature
extraction. (Steps 1 and 2)
• Three different feature sets (unigrams, bigrams and generalized concepts/relations)
are generated from the story paragraphs. Concepts/relations are obtained using
the method proposed in Ceran et al. (2015). Triplet generation step has been
modified according to Alashri et al. (2016). (Steps 3, 4 and 5)
• Unigrams and bigrams are ranked based on their TF-IDF values and feature
matrices are produced. (Steps 6 and 7)
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Figure 5.2: Generation of Concepts/Relations from 〈Subject, Verb, Object〉 Triplets
• A binary feature matrix is also created with concept/relational features. (Step
8)
• Co-clustering algorithm is run on unigram, bigram and concept-based feature
matrices to produce bi-clusters of story forms and their associated features.
(Steps 9, 10 and 11)
• Qualitative evaluations are performed on the resulting bi-clusters. (Section 5.1)
5.0.1 Problem Definition
For a given a set of documents comprising stories {D1, . . . , DN} where N denotes
the number of documents, we generate two sets of features: n-grams features and the
generalized concepts. Our main objective is to identify which type of features yield
better bi-clustering of stories into story-forms. We evaluate the quality qualitatively
in collaboration with a subject matter expert in Section 5.1.4.
5.0.2 N-gram Features
We extracted highest ranked unigrams and bigrams by utilizing term frequency -
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), a simple form of cross entropy and a popular
technique used in informational retrieval tasks.
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5.0.3 Generalized Concept-based Features
Subject - verb - object triplet extraction is the basic building block towards gen-
eralized concepts. We first process the story corpus to resolve its co-references using
state-of-the-art coreference resolvers Raghunathan et al. (2010), Lee et al. (2011), Lee
et al. (2013), Recasens et al. (2013). Previously, Ceran et. al. Ceran et al. (2012) uti-
lized ClearNLP Choi (2014) to extract triplets. However, using this triplet extractor
alone resulted in poor recall. Alashri et al Alashri et al. (2016) proposed an enhanced
approach that utilized additional triplet extractors: AlchemyAPI Alchemy (2015),
Everest Everest (2013), Reverb Fader et al. (2011) and implemented a Cartesian
product of the atomized phrases in all argument positions to double the production
of extracted triplets. (Ceran et. al Ceran et al. (2015)) utilized generalized triplets
and compared their performance with keywords in a classification model to show that
the triplets yield a significant 36% boost in performance for the story detection task.
However, although triplets as features carried more semantic information, they were
showing high sparsity during matching across the document corpus. Hence, we moved
to a generalized triplet representation by suitably “merging triplets” into generalized
concepts without a drift.
In Ceran et al. (2015), we utilize both syntactic and semantic corpus-based merg-
ing criteria to generalize triplets into concepts. A pair of 〈subject〉-〈verbs〉-〈objects〉
triplets is merged further only if (i) they share a common context among their corre-
sponding terms (i.e. syntactic criteria) and (ii) they satisfy corpus-based support and
similarity measure of “contextual synonymy” (i.e. semantic criteria) between their
newly added terms and existing terms. Next, a hierarchical bottom-up merging al-
gorithm allows information to propagate between clusters of related subjects, verbs
and objects leading to a set of generalized concepts.
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Figure 5.2 illustrates an instance of how syntactic and semantic criteria are ap-
plied on a sample set of triplets extracted from our story corpus. Initially, syntactic
criterion is satisfied between the pair of triplets: 〈Boko Haram, fight, Christians〉
and 〈Boko Haram, fight, infidels〉 since they share a common (subject, verb) context
(Boko Haram, fight). Hence, this pair becomes a candidate for merging if a “con-
textual synonymy” relationship exists between their newly added and existing terms
(i.e. Christians and infidels). Contextual synonyms are not synonyms in the tra-
ditional dictionary sense, but they are phrases that may occur in similar semantic
roles and associated with similar contexts. In the next step the resulting generalized
concept 〈Boko Haram, fight, {Christians, infidels}〉 can be merged with 〈Jama’atu
Ahlis Sunna, fight, infidels〉 due to their shared (verb, object) context: (fight, infi-
dels) meeting the syntactic criteria, and due to the existence of contextual synonymy
relationship between Boko Haram and Jama’atu Ahlis Sunna. Syntactic criterion is
applied iteratively to identify candidate concepts for merging in combination with
the application of semantic criterion to screen for the introduction of new topics that
could cause a generalized concept to drift from it original meaning. Let us con-
sider an additional pair of candidates for merging based on syntactic criteria: 〈{Boko
Haram, Jama’atu Ahlis Sunna} fight, {Christians, infidels}〉 and 〈Jama’atu Ahlis
Sunna, {fight, wage war}, {infidels, democracy}〉. First, a core component is created
using only the intersections of the subject, verb, object sets of these two concepts:
〈Jama’atu Ahlis Sunna, fight, infidels〉. The remaining words from the two candidates
can be added to the core concept only if they are among the closest contextual syn-
onyms of at least one of the already existing members in the core item. For example,
the algorithm would permit the addition of Boko Haram, wage war and Christians
to the resulting set since the newly added terms are among the closest contextual
synonyms of Jama’atu Ahlis Sunna, fight and infidels in their respective argument
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positions. However, democracy would be left out of the object argument position in
the resulting generalized concept since it is not among the contextual synonyms of
neither infidels nor the Christians according to the corpus based definition of “con-
textual synonymy” (i.e. semantic criteria).
5.0.4 Co-Clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised learning technique that tries to draw inferences
from given data where data labels (i.e. classes) are concealed or unknown, as in our
case). This approach is adopted to assist in benchmarking unigrams, bigrams and the
generalized concepts as features when used for story forms detection in a story corpus.
We aim to investigate which feature set will provide us with the highest quality bi-
clustering results. Comparing different feature sets while applying co-clustering will
not only allow us to determine which feature set can quantitatively perform better
but also, it can prompt us about which feature set could provide more coherent,
distinctive and interesting story forms as clusters.
To formalize the co-clustering problem, let’s assume our story corpus contains M
documents and N features provided as the matrix A = (aij)M×N such that aij repre-
sents the entry value of i-th story document and j-th feature. The A feature-term-
matrix can be also written as A = (R,C) ∈ <M×N where R = {1, 2, . . . ,M} denotes
row indices, and C = {1, 2, . . . , N} denotes column indices. Here, our objective is to
find set of sub-matrices or bi-clusters, say Bk(Xk, Yk), such that X = M1, . . . ,Ma ⊆ R
and Y = N1, . . . , Nb ⊆ C as separate subsets of R and C. This task is an NP-hard
problem Busygin et al. (2008), but an optimization approach with a greedy iterative
search utilizing Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) has been shown to produce
effective results.
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Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
Co-clustering is an NP-hard problem, yet many different optimization based approx-
imation algorithms have been developed in the literature. One of those is the non-
negative matrix factorization or decomposition based method which factorizes a given
matrix into multiple matrices revealing substructure patterns within the matrix. This
method has been widely used in many applications such as bioinformatics, image
processing, and text mining. NMF can be used to factorize our A ∈ <M×N feature-
term-matrix into a pair matrices U ∈ <M×K and V ∈ <K×N having non-negative
elements, such that A ' UV constructing an approximation where U represents the
basis vectors (or factors), and V represents the coefficients on the linear combination
of the factors that allows construction of the original A feature-document-matrix. K
variable can be used as the number of clusters and it has to satisfy K < min{M,N}.
The mathematical formulation of the optimization problem is written as follows:
minimize
U,V
1
2
‖X − UV ‖2F +
1
2
‖U‖2F +
λ
2
n∑
i=1
‖vi‖1
subject to U, V ≥ 0
The above optimization problem is a modified version of NMF proposed by Kim
and Park (2007) since the standard form of NMF has shortcomings of non-unique
and scale-variance outputs. Kim et al. Kim and Park (2007) enhanced sparseness
degree of basis vectors by introducing regularizations as well as alternating negative
constraints update technique based on the multiplicative update. The multiplicative
update, in the standard NMF, does not necessarily yield sparse basis vectors. The
sparse optimization problem can be solved using non-negative quadratic programming
(NNQP). The modified NMF compares different feature sets by looking into the
residual error E after factorization, where E is the error term after decomposing A
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matrix into U and V . Lower E values indicate better underlying structure detection
in A. We used the software package in Li and Ngom (2013) for the implementation
of the Sparse NMF.
A = UV + E (5.1)
5.1 Experimental Results
5.1.1 Corpus
Our story corpus consists of 6, 856 paragraphs which are pulled from a database of
Islamist extremist texts. Texts are collected from online sources websites, blogs and
other news sources that are known to be outlets of extremist groups such as Al-Qaeda,
ISIS or their followers who sympathize with their cause and methods. Extremists’
texts are not entirely composed of stories. After the crawling process, subject mat-
ter experts annotated the paragraphs based on a coding system, consisting of eight
mutually-exclusive categories: story, exposition, imperative, question, supplication,
verse, annotation, and other. A paragraph is labeled as a story if it tells a sequence
of related events, leading to a resolution or projected resolution. In our experiments,
we work on the paragraphs which are coded as stories.
5.1.2 Number of Clusters
There is no ground truth of story forms available for our story corpus therefore, we
resort to additional analysis to determine the number of clusters before we present the
results to subject matter experts for qualitative evaluation. Determining the right
number of clusters has been a challenging problem in clustering and various tech-
niques have been suggested in the literature to solve this problem. First, we obtain
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an embedding of stories × concepts feature matrix into 2-D. We use t-Distributed
Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) Van der Maaten and Hinton (2008) tech-
nique to reduce the data dimension and visualize the block diagonal sub-structures.
Next, we use an external measure from literature, Calinski-Harabasz index Caliński
and Harabasz (1974), to measure the quality of a clustering across different numbers
of clusters. Calinski-Harabasz index or variance ratio criterion (VRC) is proportional
to the ratio of the overall between-cluster variance and the overall within-cluster vari-
ance. In this scheme, the higher corresponding VRC value, the better the clustering
performance. Figure 5.3 (a) shows a plot of VRC values across a number of clusters
ranging from 2 to 14. The rule of thumb suggested in the literature is to discern the
values which cause a sharp spike in the VRC plots. In Figure 5.3 (b), we can see that
there is a sharp spike at 6 clusters. This indicates that setting the number of clusters
to 6 is a plausible choice in order to obtain a good clustering scheme. Figure 5.3 (b)
shows the scatter plot of 6 clusters obtained using K-means after 2D embedding.
The cluster centroids are also marked alongside their error ellipses representing their
covariance matrices.
5.1.3 NMF residual error
Figure 5.4 show the residual error of non-negative matrix factorization of three
feature matrices for different numbers of clusters. Residual error is computed by
using the formula shown in Equation 5.1. The error decreases as the number of
clusters increase since the number of clusters also represents the dimensionality of
the resulting approximation matrices. In residual error plots, it can be observed that
the concept-based features consistently yield lower residual errors compared to both
the unigram and the bigram based features.
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Figure 5.3: Analysis to Determine Number of Clusters
5.1.4 Qualitative Evaluation
To determine if the clusters generated by the concept-relations technique yielded a
valuable analytic tool and an improvement over other clustering methods for the an-
ticipated use case (rapidly analyzing large amounts of story text to determine themes
and overarching narratives to benefit strategic communication and counter-messaging
activities), a subject matter expert (SME) conducted a qualitative evaluation.
Six clusters were generated using the concept-relations technique discussed here
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Figure 5.4: Error Rates of Three Different Feature Sets
and six clusters were created using bi-gram co-clustering techniques. The SME read
the stories drawn from each of the twelve clusters without cluster identification noting
narratively significant features such as the protagonists and antagonists, types of
actions taken, and evident and implied resolutions. Subsequently, the SME also
conducted an evaluation of the feature sets of each clustering method, looking for
patterns and indicators of meaning useful to a communication analyst. These efforts
were synthesized to draw conclusions about the clusters.
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Concept Clusters vs. Bigram Clusters
In general, both clustering methods produced some distinct clusters that make sense
under qualitative evaluation. Notably, the dataset is dominated by stories with an
overall structure described by previous analysis as a “victorious battle story". In this
story form, a protagonist (member of some extremist group) takes some form of mil-
itary action killing or injuring antagonists (US forces or police) Lundry et al. (2012).
The prevalence of this basic story form within the dataset complicates identifying
robustly distinct clusters in terms of narrative significance. This is because the char-
acteristics that distinguish groups of stories tend to be the terms used for protagonists
and antagonists and the settings, whereas the general meaning (successful attack by
insurgent forces) remains relatively constant.
However, despite that limitation, the concept clustering method produced mean-
ingful clusters with notable distinctions and with useful implications for communica-
tion analysis. The bigram cluster method produced clusters with less distinctiveness
and significance in terms of overall meaning. For example, bigram clusters 2 and 3
are nearly impossible to distinguish, involving similar stories, nearly identical actions,
and having a wide range of protagonists and antagonists. In the set of concept clus-
ters, clusters 1, 2, 5 and 6 were the most distinctive clusters, especially 5 and 6. The
stories in cluster 5 are very similar: mujahidin in Afghanistan attack US and Afghan
forces with improvised explosives. The stories consistently refer to the Afghan forces
as “puppets".
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Table 5.1: Concept-Based Clusters
Cluster Key narrative features Notes and significance
1 Protagonists either unspecified or
“Lions of Islam"; frequent con-
struction of attack-result; antago-
nists always labeled with epithets
(apostates, pagans, safavids, cru-
saders)
Function: justify the threat to
Muslims by ‘others’ who are not
to be respected
2 Protagonists: Lions or mujahidin;
actions: attacks carried out; news
format
Function: legitimize the insur-
gent/extremist actions by format-
ting in a news report format; con-
vey the extremists are winning the
war and are champions of Islam
3 Protagonists: mujahidin,
Shabaab, Lions; Antagonists:
US forces, apostates, Federal Po-
lice; Action: detonation of IEDs,
car bombs, landmines and other
explosives; settings: Afghanistan,
Iraq, Somalia
Similar to cluster 5, but with
much more variation; Highlights
the vulnerability of adversary
forces and highlights effectiveness
across Muslim regions
Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – Continued from previous page
Cluster Key narrative features Notes and significance
4 Significant variation in protago-
nists, antagonists, settings and
actions; Minor emphasis on the
killing of women and children (by
US/allies)
Very loose cluster with no discern-
able patterns
5 Protagonist: mujahidin; antago-
nists: US and puppets; action:
bomb blast, detonation
VERY tight cluster of stories
of IED attacks against US and
Afghan forces (puppets) set pri-
marily in Afghanistan
6 Protagonists: Lions of Ansar Is-
lam; actions: plant or detonate
bombs; antagonists: US, apos-
tates, crusaders
Another very tight cluster, analo-
gous to Cluster 5 but set in Iraq;
illustrates geographically specific
epithet
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Table 5.2: Bigram-Based Clusters
Cluster Key narrative features Notes and significance
1 Protagonists: often unspecified,
mujahidin; Actions: attacking
with emphasis on bombs and ve-
hicles, Note: name of Taliban
spokesman frequent; emphasis is
Afghanistan;
Protagonists and antagonists are
not consistent; stories contain
repeated phrases; mention of
spokesman name a distinguishing
feature
2 Protagonists: lions of ansar; An-
tagonists: inconsistent names, lo-
cations action: wide range, with
most frequent being detonation
destroying vehicles, with praise
and gratitude to God. Emphasis
on date
No significant difference in action
between cluster 1 and 2 and 3
3 Actors: security detachment (pre-
sumed subject/attacker) Action:
emphasis on attack/result, deto-
nation, and killing result; strong
emphasis on date
Only difference between cluster 2
and cluster 3 is frequent actor “se-
curity detachment"
4 Action: attacks in Afghanistan;
against Actors: US, NATO,
invaders and puppets, vehi-
cle/military base
Wide variety of actions within
general category of ‘attack’; clear
focus on Afghanistan;
Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – Continued from previous page
Cluster Key narrative features Notes and significance
5 Actors: Shield of,Islam Brigades,
mujahidin, AQIM; Iraqi National
Guard, Mahdi army, and police
Action: detonate explosive
Similar to clusters 1-3, but with
greater emphasis on claims of at-
tacks, potentially indicating pur-
pose/intent of story
6 Actors: US, ISIS, God, Bin Laden,
Shabaab, mujahidin, messenger;
Frequent invocations of god, god’s
grace and praise; action: frequent
construction ‘carried out’ opera-
tion
No consistency to the locations
or actors in this cluster; variety
points of view (POV)
Notable clusters
While the variations across the dataset are subtle (as noted above), the concept
clustering method did usefully identify some meaningful clusters. Concept Cluster
2, for example, contains stories with a particular subject-verb construction as this
example illustrates: “Another martyr operation was carried out by Mujahid Abdul
Wali, who carried out the attacks on military bases of puppet Afghan soldiers that
were still in the same district with the first martyr operations." This construction
contributes to a semi-objective news-narrative, belying the propagandistic content.
This format contributes to the positioning of the mujahidin as champions of Islam
defending the ummah, and also conveys that they are winning the war Corman et al.
(2012).
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Concept Cluster 1 exhibits another very consistent formulation that contributes
to strategic communication goals. Stories in this cluster are dominated by the verb
construction of attack-result in which the stories describe an attack and include the
results such as the example: “At 1145 [ 0845 GMT] on 5 August, one of our combat
groups detonated a guided explosive device against a patrol belonging to the Cru-
sader occupation forces on Kirkuk-Al-Riyad Road in western Kirkuk. The explosion
resulted in destroying a specialized vehicle and killing or wounding all those on board.
Praise be to God, the Lord of all creation." Like Concept Cluster 2’s dispassionate,
news-style reporting of operations, this cluster’s emphasis on the successful results
of the attacks convey the meaning that the insurgents are a strong force, a strong
champion and are winning the conflict. Importantly, this meaning is contained in
the semantic combination of attack and result, but these words are often separated
by dependent clauses or in completely separate sentences. This association of attack
and result would not be detected and clustered by bigram clustering techniques.
Concept Cluster 1 has an additional significant feature: the antagonists are almost
exclusively referred to by derogatory epithets (“apostates", “pagan army", “safavids",
“Crusaders"). This rhetorical technique dehumanizes these groups and assigns un-
savory and immoral characteristics to them, thereby emphasizing the threat to the
ummah by their very existent. Violence by the community’s champion is therefore
justified against these groups that threaten the community. Identifying the rhetorical
techniques is the first step to defusing their inflammatory and radicalizing power,
and thus a technique that can distill these constructions from a body of text data is
valuable.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
I first propose a hybrid model with triplet based features for story classification. The
effectiveness of this model is demonstrated against other traditional features used in
the literature for text classification tasks. Next, I present an algorithm for discovering
generalized concept/relationship representation of a collection of related documents
that overcomes surface level differences which arise when different keywords are used
for related concepts. This representation provides a 36% boost in the challenging
automated story detection task and a higher-level semantic network representation
of related stories. Finally, I use a bi-clustering approach which can point to subsets
of stories and associated generalized concepts/relations as their themes. Since clus-
tering is unsupervised, we need to rely on domain expert knowledge to evaluate the
quality of the detected clusters and their themes. I show that the concept-based co-
clustering method described here, with its attention to subjects and objects (actors)
and verbs (actions) makes a step towards a robust method that accounts for patterns
of relationships of actors and actions.
As future work, I plan to test the performance of concept-based features on clus-
tering a benchmark data set with ground truth. This way, we can compare the
performance of our future set with similar work of Kok and Domingos (2008).
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